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Abstract. Ontologies and related Semantic Web technologies are applied in many areas where mathematical relationships are essential to the domain knowledge. However, unlike ontologies and logical rule languages, mathematical expressions and calculation rules are not an intrinsic part of the linked data representation. Therefore, additional mapping processes between semantic domain models and the programs executing the mathematical computations are usually required. The Numerate Web is an approach to representing mathematical models with RDF, linking them to RDF resources and properties, running computations, and finally also making the results available as part of the RDF representation.
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1. Introduction

Mathematical formulas and computations are ubiquitous in academics, industry, and everyday life. On the one hand, they are required to determine the properties of complex technical systems. On the other hand, they are also necessary to simply calculate the cost of a dinner in a restaurant, maybe also including taxes and tips.

Especially for the first case, conceptual models are essential to describe the technical systems, with their components, properties, physical quantities, and measurement units. Semantic Web technologies were also already successfully applied in this field to create semantic models of such systems [1–5]. These models then usually provide the input for mathematical models to compute static or dynamic properties of the system components.

While current Semantic Web technologies provide extensive knowledge modeling and logical reasoning capabilities, support for mathematical computations is limited. Therefore mathematical computations are either realized using domain-specific ontologies interpreted by specialized programs or by translating the mathematical expressions to a logical rule language like SWRL [6] or to SPARQL [7] queries.

A simple example for a mathematical computation would be a house with multiple rooms where the total area of the house should be calculated as the sum of the areas of its rooms.

When using the first approach a program needs to retrieve all contained rooms with their areas and calculate the sum. The downside of using such an external program is that the logic of the mathematical computation is not explicitly available as knowledge within an ontology and therefore cannot be formally verified nor changed or extended if required for slightly different use cases.

The second approach has the significant advantage that SWRL and SPARQL are already available in most Semantic Web implementations and that both have RDF serializations

1For representing SPARQL in RDF the SPIN – SPARQL syntax [8] can be used.
When using SWRL, the mathematical formulas have to be translated into logical rules in the form of antecedent \( \implies \) consequent. Even for simple calculations, like the one shown in Listing 1 taken from a recent publication about assembly planning [9], the final rule is hard to read in comparison to its simple mathematical meaning: \( \text{comprehensive_indicator}(x) = \text{datum_indicator}(x) \times \text{datum_indicator_weight}(x) + \ldots \)

\begin{verbatim}
assembly_object(?x) ^ swrlb:multiply(?a1, ?z, ?y) ^
datum_indicator(?x, ?y) ^ datum_indicator_weight(?x, ?z) ^
... ^ swrlb:add(?F1, ?a1, ?a2, ?a3, ?a4, ?a5) -> comprehensive_indicator(?x, ?F1)
\end{verbatim}

Listing 1: Excerpt of an SWRL rule calculating indicators for assembly planning (see [9])

Another publication about modeling of engineering information with Semantic Web Technologies discusses the limits of SWRL and mentions extended mathematical calculations as a desired feature for reasoning within the engineering domain [10].

As SWRL is a subset of Datalog, it also has no built-in support for aggregations [11]. Therefore, either custom extensions or other mechanisms like the SWRL-based query language SQWRL [12] are required to compute aggregations like the total of multiple area values, as described in the example above.

On the other hand, SPARQL supports aggregations and could be used for the example calculation, as shown in Listing 2, which uses a hypothetical vocabulary for types and properties.

\begin{verbatim}
select ?house (sum(?area) as ?totalArea) {
  ?room :area ?area
} group by ?house
\end{verbatim}

Listing 2: Example of using SPARQL to compute the total areas of houses

However, as with SWRL, the mathematical expressions need to be translated into specialized queries where the original semantics get lost. Furthermore, SPARQL’s support for aggregate functions is limited to the operators: count, sum, min, max, avg, group_concat, and sample. Also mathematical constructs like vectors, matrices, lambda expressions or more complex mathematical operations are not supported.

The latter is a strength of mathematical markup languages like MathML [13] and OpenMath [14]. These allow exchanging of complex mathematical expressions on the internet and already provide the base for multiple approaches to mathematical knowledge management [15–18].

MathML is based on XML and defines two flavors: Presentation MathML and Content MathML. The Figures 1 and 2 depict possible representations of the formula \( \sum_{x=1}^{n} x^2 \). Figure 1 uses Presentation MathML to define a specific graphical representation of the sum and therefore uses vocabulary for visual arrangement.

In turn, Figure 2 shows the same formula as Content MathML, that is able to convey its meaning including the operators sum and power as well as the binding of the variable \( x \) to different values in the range 1 to \( n \).

While Presentation MathML mainly targets the correct visual representation of mathematical expressions for human readers, Content MathML can be used as semantic markup for automatic processing by machines.

This paper proposes an approach to combine this semantic mathematical markup with the technology stack of the Semantic Web for realizing a Linked Data Web that supports mathematical expressions and models as first-class citizens.

The following section reviews relevant related work. Section 3 introduces the Numerate Web concepts and gives an outline for the structure of the remainder of this paper.

2. Related work

In 2003 Marchiori outlined the idea and possible applications of representing mathematical expressions as part of the Semantic Web [19]. Advantages are seen in an RDF [20, 21] representation that enables the reuse of Semantic
Web languages and tools to support functions like search, annotation, or inference on mathematical knowledge. The paper also gives basic ideas for directly converting MathML to RDF, but without an explicit ontology. Marchiori also names the possible computability as a “cool functionality” of mathematical formulas on the Semantic Web.

In 2011 Lange [16] worked on methods for the collaborative creation and exchange of semiformal mathematical content. The authors introduce the OMDoc ontology (Open Mathematical Documents) for the exchange of mathematical statements and theories on the internet. The ontology is defined in OMDoc itself since the authors state that the expressiveness of OWL is insufficient for the representation of all aspects of OMDoc [16, S. 102]. Additional to OMDoc the work introduces an OWL-based ontology for the description of OpenMath Content Dictionaries. It can represent metadata about symbols and their usage within mathematical expressions but not the expressions themselves.

In 2012 Ferré [22] proposed a lightweight RDF vocabulary for the representation of mathematical expressions mainly for the use case of content-based search. The vocabulary solely uses existing RDF and RDFS properties, so there is no explicit ontology. The property rdf:type is used as the constructor of mathematical operations where each object is an instance of rdfs:Container and the properties rdf:_1, rdf:_2, . . . , rdf:_n represent its arguments.

For example, the expression \((a + 2) \times 3\) would be represented as

```turtle
[ a math:Times ;
  rdf:_1 [ a math:Plus ; rdf:_1 _:a ; rdf:_2 2 ] ;
  rdf:_2 3 ] .
_:a rdfs:label "a" .
```

in Turtle [23] format. This syntax is comparable to the notation used by the programming language Lisp that may represent the expression as

\[(\text{math:Times} (\text{math:Plus} a 2) 3)\]

Due to the missing ontology, the semantics of the RDF representation is limited. For example, constants, and variables are only implicitly distinguishable based on their node kind (constants are RDF literals and variables are blank nodes with a label). Since the representation was developed for structural search, a language construct for binding the variables of a lambda function as required for computations is not supported.

In 2014 Muñoz et al. [24] developed an ontology for mathematical expressions and equations. The ontology also allows references from mathematical models to elements of the domain models. Thus, mathematical expressions can point to certain individual elements of the domain model. However, it remains unclear how numerical attributes of
the referenced domain objects can be used as values in the mathematical model. Furthermore, the explicit referencing of particular domain objects severely restricts the reuse of mathematical formulas. The approach does not align well with existing standards for the representation of mathematical expressions. The ontology is only loosely based on MathML vocabulary.

An ontology-based approach to the representation of mathematical knowledge is also provided by the works of Nevzorova et al. [25] and Elizarov et al. [26] in 2014. The developed OWL ontology OntoMath\textsuperscript{PRO} defines taxonomies for mathematical domains such as algebra or number theory and mathematical knowledge objects such as formulas or geometric objects. Application areas of OntoMath\textsuperscript{PRO} are, for example, extraction of information from mathematical documents and concept-based search for formulas. OntoMath\textsuperscript{PRO} defines a pure classification structure and no vocabulary to represent mathematical expressions or equations themselves.

### 3. The Numerate Web

The core idea of the Numerate Web is the consistent application of linked data principles to uniformly represent domain models and the related mathematical calculation rules and link them to each other by using a rule language.

Figure 3 depicts an overview of existing Semantic Web technologies along with new building blocks that are introduced in the scope of this work. The illustration is based on a version created by Tim Berners-Lee for the Semantic Web architecture, which has since been adapted and slightly modified in other publications [27, p. 7].

This work builds on this already existing basis and develops methods and concepts for the representation of linked mathematical models. These are based on semantic models and are RDF-compatible representations of mathematical objects and rules.

Since the term “semantic model” can stand for different types of models in general usage, the following definition will be used in the context of this work.

**Definition 1** (Semantic model). A semantic model is a conceptual model of objects in a particular domain with their properties, relationships, and logical constraints that apply to them.

The task of such a semantic model is to describe the physical and logical structures of a system and provide them as a basis for mathematical computations.
Building on semantic models, the Numerate Web will provide concepts and methods for representing mathematical objects and performing computations. Thereby, a close link between mathematical formulas and the data of the systems described with the help of semantic models should be established, so that physical and logical system structures can be used as the basis for the execution of computations.

An example calculation where the system structure plays a role is the determination of the total mass of a system consisting of several subsystems and components. Suppose the mathematical model has information about the corresponding part-whole relationships and the masses of the single components. In that case, the total mass can be calculated by the recursive traversal of all components and summing up their corresponding masses.

In the context of this paper, a mathematical model of this type, based on the semantic model of a system, is called a linked mathematical model. Thus, the following definition is used.

**Definition 2** (Linked mathematical model). A linked mathematical model is a mathematical model that is defined as an extension of a semantic model and is closely related to its classes, properties, and relationships.

For the description and exchange of linked mathematical models, this work presents concepts and methods based on existing Semantic Web technologies that build on each other and combine them with the mathematical markup language OpenMath.

This work contributes in particular to the following aspects:

- introduction of an approach for structured semantic models of systems (Section 4)
- introduction of an ontology for mathematical expressions and design of a textual syntax (Section 5)
- methods for accessing RDF data within mathematical formulas (Section 6)
- representation and execution of mathematical rules (Section 7)
  * design of a rule language and a textual syntax
  * algorithms for the execution of calculations
  * concepts for considering physical quantities and units

The proposed concepts are evaluated in Section 8 in two case studies in the fields of mathematical knowledge management and planning of manufacturing process chains, including a discussion of the results.

The paper finally closes with a conclusion and open issues that may be addressed by future work.

### 4. Semantic models

At the core of the Numerate Web, semantic models represent domain objects with their properties and connections. Although these semantic models may be freely structured, some concepts from systems modeling may be applied, especially in domains like engineering. One interesting approach that tries to find a common theory for modeling complex systems in different domains is multiscale modeling [28, 29]. It helps to better understand systems by breaking them down into subsystems with components and couplings between those components. Such a decomposition is depicted by Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Composition, levels and couplings of system components (see [29, pp. 825 and 828])](image-url)
As an example, the approach can be applied to break down a simple gear motor into components and couplings. Figure 5 shows a possible RDF model of such a motor that uses a depth of three levels to represent the relevant components by using the property :part. As can be seen, couplings are modeled between components on the same levels by using the property :connectedTo. Multiscale modeling also permits couplings between components on different levels, which is not used in this example.

![Figure 5. Example for representing a gear motor as RDF model](image)

Beyond this structural representation, the ontological definition of multiscale models by Yang and Marquardt [29] even goes one step further. It defines different types of laws that hold for properties of system components or couplings between components within the same level or between components on different levels, or even in different subsystems.

Possible laws in regard to the gear motor example above are: “The maximum speed of a motor is 10,000 min⁻¹.”, “A worm gear consists of a worm and a worm wheel.” or “The transmission ratio of a worm gear is calculated as the quotient of the number of teeth in the worm wheel divided by the number of starts in the worm.”

While the first two laws may be represented by OWL constructs, the latter requires the mathematical formula \( i = \frac{z_2}{z_1} \) for the gear ratio \( i \) that divides the number of teeth \( z_2 \) by the number of starts \( z_1 \). These mathematical laws are the reason why the Numerate Web requires means for the representation of mathematical objects, which are introduced in the next section.

5. Mathematical objects

5.1. OpenMath-RDF: an RDF vocabulary for mathematical objects

Mathematical objects are the base for expressing mathematical knowledge and rules within the Numerate Web. As mentioned in Section 1 these objects may be represented using Content MathML as markup language.

In MathML 3, a subset, or profile, of Content MathML called Strict Content MathML was introduced because Content MathML still provides multiple ways to express the same mathematical object. The strict subset defines only a minimal but sufficient set of elements to represent the meaning of mathematical expressions.

Strict Content MathML is designed to be fully compatible with OpenMath. In fact, it is just a specific XML serialization of OpenMath objects. Therefore, it can also rely on OpenMath’s extension mechanism via Content Dictionaries. These define the semantics of mathematical symbols by combining textual descriptions with formal
Table 1
Excerpt of the description for \( \sin^* \) within the Content Dictionary \( \text{transc1} \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>This symbol represents the ( \sin ) function as described in Abramowitz and Stegun, section 4.3. It takes one argument.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Formal Mathematical Property (FMP) | \[
\sin(x) = \frac{\exp(ix) - \exp(-ix)}{2i}
\] |

* https://www.openmath.org/cd/transc1.html#sin (23/05/2022)

mathematical properties and examples, which themselves are also encoded as OpenMath objects. Table 1 shows an example for definitions of the symbol \( \sin \) contained in the Content Dictionary \( \text{transc1} \).

Besides using Strict Content MathML, OpenMath objects can be serialized via XML, binary, or JSON encodings. When using one of these encodings, the mathematical objects have to be represented as literals in RDF, making these objects more or less black boxes for SPARQL and RDF toolings. Therefore an OWL ontology for OpenMath was developed [30]. This ontology was recently extended to a full OpenMath-RDF format and a formal bi-directional mapping between OpenMath-XML and OpenMath-RDF was defined [31].

Listing 3 shows the OpenMath-RDF serialization of the expression \( i = z_2/z_1 \) in Turtle syntax. As can be seen, argument lists are represented by RDF collections that also have a concise Turtle notation. Regarding semantics, it does not matter whether the structure is built with blank nodes or with URIs. However, using URIs makes it possible to globally share and refer to subexpressions as it is common practice with any other RDF resources.

```turtle
() a :Application ; :operator <http://www.openmath.org/cd/relation1#eq> ;
  :arguments ( [ a :Variable ; :name "i" ] [ a :Application ; :operator <http://www.openmath.org/cd/arith1#divide> ;
    :arguments ( [ a :Variable ; :name "z2" ] [ a :Variable ; :name "z1" ] ) ] ) .
```

Listing 3: RDF serialization of the expression \( i = z_2/z_1 \)

5.2. **POPCORN-LD: a textual syntax for OpenMath-RDF**

As can be seen in Listing 3, the Turtle-based representation of OpenMath-RDF is hard to read and does not directly convey the meaning of the original mathematical expressions. By using a textual notation, the expression \( i = z_2/z_1 \) could be represented as relation1:eq($i, arith1:divide($z2, $z1)) or even in infix notation as \( i = z2 / z1 \), which is similar to the syntax used by standard spreadsheet software and mathematical programs.

For OpenMath, a textual notation called **POPCORN** (**Possibly Only Practical Convenient OpenMath Replacement Notation**) [32] was developed, allowing user-friendly input and output of mathematical expressions.

The POPCORN language makes some assumptions regarding symbol names and references that are not compatible with OpenMath-RDF:

**Symbols** (OMS) are always encoded as \( \text{cdName}.\text{symbolName} \) and solely resolved within the namespace `http://www.openmath.org/cd/`. This makes the use of symbols from other namespaces impossible and restricts the arbitrary extension of the mathematical language.

**References** (OMR) to local objects are expressed as \#id. This may lead to misunderstandings in combination with RDF because namespaces may also start with slashes as in `http://example.org/math/`.


Both SPARQL [7] and the Turtle format [23] represent URIs in the form <URI> or by using a short prefixed name as in ex:id where the namespace ex is bound to a URI like http://example.org/math#.

For aligning the syntax of POPCORN to existing Semantic Web languages, a modified version of the language called POPCORN-LD (POPCORN for Linked Data) is introduced.

POPCORN-LD uses the following notations for basic OpenMath objects and prefix definitions:

Integers and floating-point numbers (OMI und OMF) can be directly represented. However, OpenMath's hexadecimal notation is not supported in favor of using RDF's XML Schema datatypes. Examples are 23 or 3.14159.

Strings (OMSTR) are supported in one-line format enclosed in " or ' respectively in multi-line format enclosed in "" or """. Examples are "This is a string." and """This is a string.""".

Variables (OMV) may not contain spaces and start with a dollar sign $ like $a or $length.

Symbols (OMS) are represented in compact form as prefix:symbolName or as full URIs <URI>. If the prefix is known within a POPCORN-LD expression then the symbol URI is the concatenation of prefix and symbolName. If the prefix is unknown then it is interpreted as the name of a Content Dictionary and resolved within the namespace http://www.openmath.org/cd/ to support references to known OpenMath symbols like transc1:sin which is resolved to http://www.openmath.org/cd/transc1#sin without the need for declaring prefixes.

References (OMR) are, analogous to symbols, represented in compact form as #prefix:name or by using full URIs as #<URI>. The prefix must be defined, otherwise the expression is considered invalid. The empty prefix : is allowed.

Prefixes for namespaces may be defined using the keyword prefix followed by the prefix name, a colon and the related namespace as in the example prefix ex: <http://example.com/> ex:op(3).

POPCORN-LD also supports compound OpenMath objects with the following notation:

Function applications (OMA) use the prefix notation operator(arguments) where operator is either a symbol or a function object. Multiple arguments are separated by commas.

An example is arith1:plus(2, 3).

Variable bindings (OMBIND) create bound variables within the scope of an expression. They use the notation operator[variables -> expression] as in quant1:forall[$x, $y -> ...]. For lambda expressions the short form variables -> expression can be used instead of the full form lambda[variables -> expression].

Attributes (OMATTR) are written as object{S1 -> A1, S2 -> A2, ...} with symbols S1 and S2 and attribute values A1 and A2. An example is sin($x){mathmlattr:style -> "color: red"}.

Errors (OME) use the notation symbol!(arguments). The type of the error is defined by symbol and the arguments represent the context of the error using arbitrary OpenMath.

An example is moreerrors:unexpected!("Computation failed.").

Foreign objects (OMFOREIGN) are represented as 'encoding<content>'.

An example is 'xhtml 1.0<h1>text</h1>'.

For common binary functions like arith1:plus POPCORN-LD defines infix operators allowing to write 2 + 3 instead of arith1:plus(2, 3). For other standard functions like transc1:sin, POPCORN-LD defines short versions where the CD name may be omitted. The infix operators and shortcut symbols are listed within the POPCORN definition.

Table 2 compares examples of mathematical expressions in POPCORN-LD to the equivalent OpenMath-RDF syntax in Turtle notation.

---

2The original POPCORN definition is no longer available but an archived version can be accessed at https://web.archive.org/web/20150822191347/https://java.symcomp.org/FormalPopcorn.html.
Table 2
Examples of POPCORN-LD and OpenMath-RDF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POPCORN-LD</th>
<th>OpenMath-RDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sin(x + y)$</td>
<td>@base <a href="http://www.openmath.org/cd/">http://www.openmath.org/cd/</a> .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ ] a :Application ; :operator &lt;transc1#sin&gt; ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:arguments { [ a :Application ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:operator &lt;arith1#sin&gt; ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:arguments {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ a :Variable ; :name &quot;x&quot; ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ a :Variable ; :name &quot;y&quot; ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>} ] .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sum(1..10, x \to x^2)$</td>
<td>@base <a href="http://www.openmath.org/cd/">http://www.openmath.org/cd/</a> .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ ] a :Application ; :operator &lt;arith1#sum&gt; ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:arguments { [ a :Application ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:operator &lt;interval1#interval&gt; ; :arguments {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ a :Literal ; :value 1 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ a :Literal ; :value 10 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>} ] ] .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2{mathmlattr:style -&gt;</td>
<td>@base <a href="http://www.openmath.org/cd/">http://www.openmath.org/cd/</a> .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;'color: red&quot;'}</td>
<td>[ ] a :Attribution ; :arguments (</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ a :AttributionPair ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:attributeKey &lt;mathmlattr#style&gt; ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:attributeValue [ a :Literal ; :value &quot;color:red&quot; ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>] ) ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>:target [ a :Literal ; :value 1.2 ] .</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Linking of mathematical objects to RDF data

OpenMath-RDF enables the RDF-based representation of OpenMath objects. However, up to this point these mathematical expressions are not connected to any RDF data. If, for example, the expression $i = \frac{z_2}{z_1}$ should be evaluated then it is the program’s obligation to fill in the required values for the variables $z_1$ and $z_2$.

Analogous to connecting programming languages to SPARQL endpoints via APIs a hypothetical Content Dictionary sparql with an OpenMath operator query could be defined for querying of RDF data as part of the evaluation process of the mathematical expressions.

Listing 4 depicts an example for using the operator sparql:query in POPCORN-LD notation. It shows the summation of masses (property :mass) for a set of components (type :Component) using the sum operator. The sum is determined by iterating over the set of components which is generated by sparql:query under the assumption that the operator returns a set of values if only one variable occurs in the select clause. The function over the running variable $c$ relies on another operator sparql:querySingle that ensures only single results and not sets are returned.

Furthermore, it is to be noted that the query for the weight has to be parameterized with the results from the first query. Therefore, it is required to add the additional arguments "$c$" for the variable name within the SPARQL query and "$c$ for the component value to the operator sparql:querySingle.
$\text{totalMass} := \sum\text{sparql:query("select } ?c \text{ where } \{ \ ?c \text{ a :Component } \})$, 
$\text{ } $c \rightarrow \text{sparql:querySingle("select } ?w \text{ where } \{ \ ?c \text{ :mass } ?w \})", "c"$, $\text{ } ?c$) 

Listing 4: Example for calculating the total mass of multiple components with OpenMath

The integration of SPARQL operators with OpenMath could bring great flexibility as it would allow the execution of arbitrary SPARQL queries as part of mathematical computations. However, the formulation and required parameterization of SPARQL queries are complex for users without profound knowledge of the query language. Furthermore, the embedded queries have to be represented as string literals which makes them opaque for RDF processors. Moreover, they also limit the readability of the mathematical expressions.

In [30] we already proposed a concept that uses specific RDF operators for integrating RDF data with OpenMath expressions. This concept was developed further regarding its syntax and semantics. The resulting rdf Content Dictionary is reviewed and available on the OpenMath website.

6.1. Operators for resources

This section introduces the operators rdf:resource and rdf:resourceset that allow the representation of concrete RDF resources as OpenMath objects and the selection of multiple resources based on their RDF type.

A concrete node can be represented with the rdf:resource. This operator receives the name of the node as a parameter in form of a character string. Thus, for example, the expression

$\text{machine} := \text{rdf:resource("<http://example.org/machine1>"})$

creates the resource <http://example.org/machine1> and stores it in the variable $\text{machine}$.

To select a particular subset of all resources for further processing, a concept for the application of filters is necessary. A common task is the selection of specific objects by their type. For example, in the context of production, machines of a particular type, such as milling machines, could be selected to calculate their average availabilities using a formula. To enable such queries, the mathematical operator rdf:resourceset is introduced. Analogous to the operator rdf:resource operator, this operator takes the name of an RDF type as a parameter, but generates a set of rdf:resource objects. As an example, the expression

$\text{machines} := \text{rdf:resourceset("<http://example.org/MillingMachine>"})$

retrieves all resources of type <http://example.org/MillingMachine> and stores the result in the variable $\text{machines}$.

6.2. Operators for properties

With rdf:resource and rdf:resourceset it is possible to select particular nodes of an RDF graph. However, for traversing the edges further operators are necessary. For this purpose, two additional operators for RDF properties with one and multiple values are defined: rdf:value and rdf:valueset.

The rdf:value operator determines the value of an RDF property by its name for a given resource. As an example, the expression

$\text{mass} := \text{rdf:value("<http://example.org/mass>"},
\text{ } \text{rdf:resource("<http://example.org/machine1>"})$
retrieves the mass of machine1 and assigns the value to the variable $mass. As can be seen, rdf:value expects an RDF resource as the second argument instead of a string value. This decision was made in order to implement a certain degree of type safety and also to enable the direct use of results from the operators rdf:resource and rdf:resourceSet without conversions. The first parameter, the name of the property, is specified as a string similar to the operators for RDF resources. Although this could also be an RDF resource, it would complicate the use of the operator rdf:value, without real benefits for applications.

Complementary to the operator rdf:value the operator rdf:valueset is able to return several property values as a set. It is useful, for example, to traverse hierarchical structures and neighborhood relationships. Thus the expression

$totalMass := sum(rdf:valueset("<http://example.org/part>",
    rdf:resource("<http://example.org/machine1>")),
    $p -> rdf:value("<http://example.org/mass>", $p))

calculates the total mass of all parts of machine1 and assigns the result to the variable $totalMass.

6.3. Representation of RDF literals

In addition to resources, an RDF graph contains literals that also require a corresponding representation as mathematical objects.

For a subset of RDF literals, OpenMath already contains direct encodings. Supported elements are OMI for integers, OMF for floating-point numbers, OMSTR for strings, and OMB for binary encoded content (byte strings). Corresponding rules for the translation between OpenMath and RDF for these cases can be found in [31].

RDF, however, goes beyond the possibilities of OpenMath by allowing literals with arbitrary data types as well as internationalized strings [21, Section 3.3]. RDF itself uses a Unicode-encoded [33] string for the label with an IRI for the data type. An additional language tag according to the Internet standard Tags for Identifying Languages [34] is assigned if the data type is http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#langString.

A similar encoding can also be implemented using OpenMath attributions, which may be either semantic or non-semantic. Semantic attributions change the meaning of an object while non-semantic attributions provide additional information like text colors.

Data types and language labels change the meaning of literals and must be represented accordingly by semantic attributions. For this purpose, the two annotations rdf:literal_type and rdf:literal_lang with the role semantic-attribution are defined.

Analogous to the representation in RDF, the annotation rdf:literal_type expects as parameter a datatype IRI as rdf:resource, while rdf:literal_lang expects a language label. Both annotations are applicable to strings for extending them with the corresponding information. On this basis, an RDF literal for the date 05.01.2012 can be represented as follows:

"2012-01-05"{rdf:literal_type ->
    rdf.resource("<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date>")}

A literal with the content "This is an English text." and the language label "en" is representable with the annotation rdf:literal_lang as follows:

"This is an English text."{rdf:literal_lang -> "en"}

6.4. Short forms for URIs

Common serialization forms for RDF data like Turtle, RDF/XML as well as the query language SPARQL support short forms for URIs, in order to improve readability and reduce the amount of data required for encoding⁴.

⁴POPCORN-LD also supports prefix declarations. However, these are on a syntactic level and are not preserved within the resulting OpenMath objects. The prefix mechanism introduced here is usable across different OpenMath serialization formats.
For the RDF operators defined in the previous sections short forms for URIs are not necessary for the functionality. However, they do increase readability and thus acceptance by potential users. The languages Turtle and SPARQL support prefix declarations to assign parts of of URIs to corresponding short names and thus make them reusable.

As an example, Listing 5 shows the use of prefixes in Turtle. In this case, the prefixes foaf for the namespace of the FOAF ontology and persons for the namespace of a fictitious ontology about persons. As can be be seen, the URIs are shortened significantly.

```turtle
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
@prefix persons: <http://example.org/persons#> .
persons:Alice foaf:knows persons:Bob .
persons:Bob foaf:age 27 .
```

Listing 5: Prefix declarations in Turtle

In order to support prefix declarations in OpenMath semantic attributions could be used, comparable to their use for the definition of literal datatypes and languages. Therefore, the annotation rdf:prefixes together with the symbol rdf:prefix are introduced to allow the definition of multiple prefixes as a semantic attribution:

```xml
<xml:rudAFX
    rdf:prefixes="foaf:Person"
    rdf:prefixes="persons:Person"
    rdf:prefix("foaf", "<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>")
    rdf:prefix("persons", "<http://example.org/persons#>")
```

A defined prefix is valid for both the attributed root object and all its child objects. It is possible to overwrite a prefix within a child object is possible. It should be noted that OpenMath attributes are not inherited along the object hierarchy. For example, in the object

```xml
<xml:rudAFX
    rdf:value("foaf:age", rdf:resource("persons:Alice")
    rdf:prefixes="persons:Person"
    rdf:prefix("foaf", "<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>")
    rdf:prefix("persons", "<http://example.org/persons#>")
```

the attribute rdf:prefixes is only directly linked to the rdf:value application and not propagated to the nested rdf:resource application. A software that supports the rdf:prefixes attribute must accordingly perform the inheritance of the prefixes to child objects itself.

### 6.5. Complex queries for resources and filters

While SPARQL supports extensive functions for querying RDF data with triple patterns and filter operators, the operator rdf:resourceset only allows querying resources of a specific RDF type, such as all gear motors with the expression

```sparql
<xml:rudAFX
    rdf:prefix("GearMotor")
```

One way to extend the expressive capability is to use mathematical operators to construct and work with sets. Such operators are already defined in the set1 content dictionary.

Using the operator set1:suchthat to construct sets, whose elements fulfil a certain condition, for example, gear motors with an efficiency of at least 0.85 could be searched for as follows:

```sparql
{m ∈ rdf:resourceset(":GearMotor") | rdf:value(":efficiency", m) >= 0.85} (1)
```

This approach makes it possible to realize complex filter functions and thus to achieve an expressiveness comparable to SPARQL. A disadvantage, however, is that the processing of such set operations would have to take place
during the evaluation of the mathematical expressions. Necessary data, such as in the example shown the efficiency
of the gear motor $m$, has to be loaded from the from the RDF database.

If the filter condition could be pushed down to the database then this would allow considerable speed improvements. This is possible by directly using OWL to specify class description that can be used as parameters for

```
rdf:resourceset.
```

Thus, the class EfficientGearMotor could be defined according to Listing 6 which uses the Manchester OWL Syntax [35, 36]. Then a query of the form `rdf:resourceset(":EfficientGearMotor")` would return the gear motors with an efficiency of at least 0.85.

```
Class: EfficientGearMotor
equivalentTo: :GearMotor and :efficiency some xsd:decimal[>= 0.85]
```

Listing 6: Definition of an OWL class :EfficientGearMotor for gear motors with an efficiency of 85% and above

To further reduce the effort for users of OWL-based filters, the operator `rdf:resourceset` allows the direct specification of such class descriptions as an argument. Thus, the following compact expression is possible:

```
rdf:resourceset(":GearMotor and :efficiency some xsd:decimal[>= 0.85]")
```

The extension to include OWL class descriptions as parameters for `rdf:resourceset` greatly increases the expressiveness of the RDF operator, but also places higher demands on applications that support this operator. These must be enabled to use the so-called Class descriptions of the Manchester OWL syntax.

Systems like OWL2SPARQL5 or OWLET6 can translate OWL class descriptions directly into SPARQL expressions and may be used to implement the operator `rdf:resourceset`.

Another solution is to move the evaluation directly into the database system if it supports OWL-based reasoning. For this purpose, the class descriptions are converted into RDF triples and transferred directly into the database as named OWL classes with unique, generated URIs. Then the database automatically deduces which RDF resources belong to the respective OWL class. Thus, in this case, it is sufficient to use `rdf:resourceset` with the name of the OWL class to retrieve all related resources of this type. Within the OpenMath-RDF serialization, it is possible to directly reference the OWL class by its URI (or blank node ID) instead of using an object of type :Literal as an argument for `rdf:resourceset`. Compared to using character strings, this procedure has the advantage that the class description itself is treated as part of the RDF graph. Therefore it can be checked for consistency by OWL reasoners, and it can be automatically adapted in the event of changes – for example, to class and property names.

### 6.6. Extend POPCORN-LD with RDF operators

In order to improve the usability of mathematical expressions input and output when using the RDF operators, POPCORN-LD is extended with the following compact syntax:

```
'@' '@'? <RDF property>? (  
  '(' <RDF resource> ')' |  
  '[' <RDF type or class description (Manchester OWL syntax)> ']')
```

5https://github.com/SmartDataAnalytics/OWL2SPARQL (05/25/2022)

6https://github.com/phenoscape/owlet (05/25/2022)
The basic idea is to introduce references to RDF data using the @ character. A single @ indicates that the operator will produce a single value as a result, while @@ indicates that it returns a, potentially empty, set of values. The following POPCORN-LD expressions demonstrate some examples for referencing RDF resources and properties:

```popcorn```
rdf:resourceset("foaf:Person") → @@[foaf:Person]
$rdf:resource("<http://example.org/Bob>") → @(<http://example.org/Bob>)$
$salice := rdf:resource("example:Alice") → @example:Alice$
$rdf:valueset("foaf:knows", $alice) → @@foaf:knows($alice)$
$rdf:value("foaf:age", $alice) → @foaf:age($alice)$
```

7. Mathematical rules

So far, concepts for the definition of semantic models as well as for the representation of mathematical expressions and their linkage with with RDF resources and properties are introduced. On this basis the creation of mathematical formulas that use data from semantic models as input parameters is possible.

In order to use these mathematical formulas in a targeted way to compute the values of RDF properties, a rule system is necessary. It should support the assignment of mathematical computation rules to the classes and properties of an ontology and the definition of consecutive calculations that build on each other.

7.1. Existing languages for reasoning and validation

Besides OWL, which is based on the so-called open-world assumption [37][p. 50 ff.] and therefore is not suitable for checking the completeness of RDF data, further languages have been developed for validation purposes [38]. These include ShEx [39], ReSh [40], DSP [41], SPIN [42, 43] and its successor SHACL [44].

The W3C has standardized OWL and SHACL. For this reason, it is advisable to use similar concepts for the definition of mathematical rules.

Listings 7 and 8 contain examples of OWL-based and SHACL-based rules. While OWL uses one instance of type owl:Restriction for each property, SHACL uses node shapes of type sh:NodeShape to define count, data type and value range for multiple properties. To link several constraints with each other, OWL uses set operations, while SHACL uses boolean operators like sh:or and sh:and for combining node shapes to more complex constructs. SHACL uses the shape properties sh:targetNode, sh:targetClass, sh:targetSubjectsOf, and sh:targetObjectsOf to apply rules to resources, classes, and subjects or objects of specific properties.
7.2. A language for mathematical rules

The mathematical rules language is intended to allow calculations of the form

\[ \text{<RDF property>} = \text{<mathematical expression>} \]

where the left-hand side, the value of an RDF property, is obtained by calculating the mathematical expression on the right-hand side.

The central element for representing these rules in RDF is the class :Constraint with the two attributes :onProperty and :expression, as shown in Figure 6. As can be seen, it borrows its syntax from owl:Restriction and sh:NodeShape. The attribute :onProperty specifies the RDF property whose value is given by the mathematical expression represented via :expression. The expression itself is specified in the form of an OpenMath-RDF object.

While OWL relies on rdfs:subClassOf and SHACL uses sh:targetClass and others to assign rules to classes, the rule language defined here uses the property :constraint. It is an owl:AnnotationProperty and relates an OWL or RDFS class to one or more instances of :Constraint. This design was chosen to allow a user-friendly syntax that can be embedded within a Manchester OWL specification, as described in the following section.

7.3. A user-friendly syntax for mathematical rules

A textual syntax is helpful for user-friendly input and output of mathematical rules. Based on a combination of POPCORN-LD and the Manchester OWL syntax, a rule language can be defined, which allows the definition of an ontology with its classes and properties while also including mathematical rules.

The listing 9 shows a syntax example for mathematical rules that calculate the area \( a \) and the volume \( v \) of a cylinder.

```
Class: Cylinder
Constraint:
  a = \pi \ast \sqrt{r^2},
  v = a \ast \sqrt{h}
```

Listing 9: Textual syntax for mathematical rules

The definition of classes was taken from the Manchester OWL syntax with the keyword Class: followed by the class name. In addition to this syntax, the new keyword Constraint: initiates the definition of mathematical rules in the form
<RDF property> = <mathematical expression in POPCORN-LD>

for the RDF property given on the left side of the equals sign. The right side defines a POPCORN-LD expression to compute the respective property value. Each rule described textually in this way corresponds to an instance of the class :Constraint from Figure 6.

In order to be able to describe not only mathematical rules but also classes, properties, and objects in the form of an OWL ontology, it is possible to use the full Manchester OWL syntax. It could be extended by the Constraint: keyword and the POPCORN-LD syntax to combine description logic with mathematical models.

Listing 10 shows an example of what a combination of both languages could look like. In the example, first, the class Cylinder is defined with its attributes r, h, a and v. These have constraints on cardinality and property ranges (in this case, floating-point numbers), formulated as OWL restrictions. In addition, the calculation rules for the area a and the volume v of the cylinder are specified by using the keyword Constraint:. The instance ComputeVolume, representing a concrete cylinder with a radius of 2.0 and a height of 5.0, is again described using the conventional Manchester OWL syntax.

```
Class: Cylinder
SubClassOf: r exactly 1 and r only xsd:double,
            h exactly 1 and h only xsd:double,
            a exactly 1 and a only xsd:double,
            v exactly 1 and v only xsd:double
Constraint:
            a = \pi \ast r^2,
            v = \ast a \ast \ast h
Individual: ComputeVolume
Types: Cylinder
Facts: r 2.0, h 5.0
```

Listing 10: Example of combining the Manchester OWL syntax with mathematical rules

7.4. Calculation direction of rules

Methods for mathematical modeling are fundamentally distinguishable into causal and acausal [45]. Causal modeling specifies the direction of computation and thus the data flow, while acausal modeling chooses the direction of computation itself.

Using the Pythagorean theorem $a^2 + b^2 = c^2$ as an example, with acausal modeling both $c$ (a and b known) and $a$ (b and c known) can be computed. A causal modeling approach would have to solve the equation according to the target variable and write an explicit rule with a fixed calculation direction as in $c = \sqrt{a^2 + b^2}$. Thus, a different rule is necessary depending on the variable $a$, $b$, or $c$ to be calculated. Hence the modeler has to decide at an early stage on the direction of the calculation and thus on known or unknown variables [46, pp. 2-7].

Acausal models require a solver to compute unknown variables in a system of equations. For example, Open-Modelica normally uses DASSL [47], but also supports solvers included in the SUNDIALS software Suite (SUite of Nonlinear and DIfferential/ALgebraic equation Solvers [48]).

Without loss of generality, a causal modeling methodology is chosen where the computational direction needs to be specified by the modeler to limit the complexity of implementing Numerate Web rules in different systems. Accordingly, the language defined in section 7.2 defines the mathematical rules in explicit form with exactly one variable (in this case, an RDF property) on the left-hand side and a mathematical expression on the right.
7.5. Algorithms for computation

The computation of the rules defined in Section 7.2 is comparable to approaches for logical reasoning. These usually fall into two categories [49, p. 278]: forward chaining and backward chaining.

Forward chaining starts with known facts and iteratively applies rules to them. In doing so, it adds the conclusions of the data basis, which can be used as premises for rules in the next step. This process is repeated until no more new conclusions can be generated. In order to efficiently find applicable rules in each calculation step for the given facts, tailored solutions like the Rete algorithm were developed [50].

In contrast to forward chaining, backward chaining starts with a statement and checks whether it can be generated transitively by a chain of rules. A typical representative of the strategy is the logical programming language Prolog [51]. It uses the so-called SLD resolution (Selective Linear Definite clause resolution) [52, ch. 9], in order to check statements for their validity.

Depending upon the kind and expression strength of the rules, computations of logical rules can have a high computational complexity or even be undecidable. To deal with this problem, OWL, for example, defines so-called profiles [53], which reduce the scope of the language and thus limit the complexity of reasoning.

In contrast to logical reasoning, the mathematical rules defined here can be used without complex search operations in the context of both forward as well as backward chaining. Corresponding algorithms are described below. The definitions are based on the assumption that RDFS inference for the predicate rdf:type is used to determine all direct and indirect classes of a resource. If this is not the case in an implementation, then the classes of a resource r can be retrieved, for example, by the following SPARQL query using a path expression for the rdfs:subClassOf property:

```sparql
select ?type where {
}
```

The Algorithm 17 implements the forward chaining of the mathematical rules for an RDF graph S, which represents as a set of triples t ∈ S with t = (s, p, o). The function EVALUATERULES is the entry point, which iterates over all known classes in the graph S and executes for each class the function EVALUATERULESFORCLASS.

EVALUATERULESFORCLASS first determines for the given class c the applicable rules, and for each rule, the corresponding RDF property, and the mathematical expression. Then a loop is executed for each instance of c to compute the property value using the function EVALUATEEXPRESSION based on the given mathematical expression. The result is either one value or a set of multiple values stored as objects of triples for the corresponding instance and property.

The function EVALUATEEXPRESSION determines for an instance i the value of a given expression e, which is an OpenMath object in the form of a tuple

\[ e = (T, a_1, \ldots, a_n) \] (2)

where T represents the type of the OpenMath object and \( a_1, \ldots, a_n \) specify the respective arguments. If f is the general evaluation function EVALUATEEXPRESSION and \( f_r \) represents the specific evaluation function for a certain type T, then the evaluation is performed recursively according to the formula

\[ v_e = f(e) = f_r(f(a_1), \ldots, f(a_n)) \] (3)

to compute the value \( v_e \) of the expression e. In addition to the OpenMath object types, certain symbols, such as constants or operators of application objects, must be mapped by appropriate logic in order to obtain a practically

---

7The algorithms in this section are presented in pseudocode [54, p. 27], a simplified program code that is similar to higher-level programming languages. The pseudocode is combined with mathematical expressions for the representation of sets and tuples.

8According to the naming in OpenMath-XML, possible types are: OMS, OMV, OMI, OMB, OMSTR, OMF, OMA, OMBIND, OME, OMATTR, OMR, OMAIP, OMFOREIGN, and OMBSVAR
Algorithm 1 Forward chaining of mathematical rules

1: function EVALUATERULES  \( \triangleright \) computes rules for RDF graph \( S \)
2: \( \text{for} \ c \leftarrow \{ c \mid \langle c, \text{rdf:type}, \text{rdfs:Class} \rangle \in S \} \text{ do} \)
3: \( \text{EVALUATERULESFORCLASS}(c) \)
4: \( \text{end for} \)
5: \( \text{end function} \)

Algorithm 2 Evaluate a mathematical expression

1: function EVALUATEEXPRESSION(\( i, e \))  \( \triangleright \) evaluates expression \( e \) for instance \( i \)
2: \( \text{if} \ e = (\text{OMA}, \text{rdf:valueset}, p, e_o) \text{ then} \)
3: \( o \leftarrow \text{EVALUATEEXPRESSION}(i, e_o) \)
4: \( \text{return} \text{EVALUATEPROPERTY}(o, p) \)
5: \( \text{else if} \ e = (\text{OMA}, \text{rdf:value}, p, e_o) \text{ then} \)
6: \( o \leftarrow \text{EVALUATEEXPRESSION}(i, e_o) \)
7: \( V \leftarrow \text{EVALUATEPROPERTY}(o, p) \)
8: \( \text{if} |V| \neq 1 \text{ then} \)
9: \( \text{return} \{ (\text{OME}, \text{moreerrors:algorithm}, \text{’Error: Expected exactly one property value.’}) \} \)
10: \( \text{end if} \)
11: \( \text{return} V \)
12: \( \text{else if} \ e = (\text{OMA}, \text{rdf:resource}) \text{ then} \)
13: \( \text{return} i \)
14: \( \text{else if} \ldots \text{ then} \)
15: \( \ldots \)
16: \( \text{end if} \)
17: \( \ldots \)
18: \( \text{end function} \)

Applicable implementation. The algorithm 2 therefore merely represents the principle of the function EVALUATEEXPRESSION in pseudo code.

The parameter \( i \) of the function EVALUATEEXPRESSION specifies the execution context of the computation, analogous to object-oriented programming languages like Java, C#, or Python, where the keywords this or self are used.

For referencing the resource \( i \) within the mathematical expression, the definition of a convention for a particular variable like \$this would be possible. A reserved variable name might collide with existing expressions, and OpenMath also has a better extension mechanism via Content Dictionaries.
Thus, a unique mathematical symbol defined in a Content Dictionary can be used to represent the context resource. The operator `rdf:resource` for representing references to concrete RDF resources is already included in the RDF Content Dictionary. As an extension, the parameterless use of `rdf:resource` is allowed to reference the current context resource. The Listing 11 contains POPCORN-LD expressions that use `rdf:resource` to refer to concrete RDF resources and context resources. It should be noted in particular that an expression of the form `@<property>(@())` is equivalent to the expression `@<property>`, which is similar to the omission of the keyword `this` in an object-oriented programming language when referring to attributes or methods. For example, in Java `this.name` may be shortened to `name` while in POPCORN-LD `@name(@())` may be shortened to `@name`. The operator is implemented by calling the function `EVALUATEEXPRESSION`, which returns the context resource `i` as a value when it finds an application of `rdf:resource` with an empty parameter list (line 12 of the Algorithm 2).

Listing 11: Examples for referencing RDF resources in POPCORN-LD

```
$alice := rdf:resource("example:Alice")
$alice := @example:Alice
$this := rdf:resource()
$this := @()
rdf:value("@name", rdf:resource()) = @@name = @foaf:age
```

Algorithm 3 Compute the value of a single property

```
1: function EVALUATEPROPERTY(i, p)  // determines the value of property p for instance i
2:  R ← \{ r | (\exists C)[(i, rdf:type, C) ∈ S ∧ (C, mathrl:constraint, r) ∈ S ∧
3:  \{r, mathrl:onProperty, p\} ∈ S] \}
4:  if R ≠ ∅ then // a rule exists for the value of p
5:    for e ← \{ e | (r, mathrl:expression, e) ∈ S \} do // expression e
6:      return EVALUATEEXPRESSION(i, e)
7:  end for
8:  return \{ ASOPENMATH(o) | (i, p, o) ∈ S \}
9:  end if
```

The operators `rdf:value` and `rdf:valueset` are supported by a function called `EVALUATEPROPERTY` (Algorithm 3). It expects an RDF resource `i` and an RDF property `p` as parameters and computes a possibly empty set of corresponding values. The function first checks whether, for a class of resource `i`, a mathematical rule exists for the property `p`. If this is the case, then the function `EVALUATEEXPRESSION` is used to evaluate the corresponding expression. If such a rule does not exist, then the function retrieves triples of the form `(i, p, o)` from the RDF graph `S`, transforms the objects `o` into OpenMath objects and returns them as the property values.

7.6. Inheritance of mathematical rules

Unlike object-oriented programming languages, which typically support the inheritance and overwriting of properties and methods in subclasses, OWL considers classes as sets for which certain logical rules apply. Thus, using OWL rules in derived classes cannot be overwritten and changed. Rather rules can only be extended along the class hierarchy with additional conditions, whereby the rules of the parent classes continue to be valid.

Even if the inheritance and the overwriting of mathematical rules in derived classes is not absolutely necessary, the modeling can be simplified in certain cases. In contrast to OWL, the Numerate Web rule language should therefore
allow the overwriting of mathematical rules of a parent class in child classes. To support this, the algorithms 1 and 3 must be adapted accordingly so that they only apply the rule for a given property defined on a class, which is on the shortest path in the rdfs:subClassOf inheritance hierarchy.

An example depicts Figure 7, which shows the calculation of the total energy consumption \( E_{\text{total}} \) of a machine. Many machines are operated with electrical energy, which generally results in \( E_{\text{total}} = E_{\text{el}} \) and thus can be added as a rule to the class :Machine. If the machine uses other forms of energy, for example chemical energy in the case of a gas-fired continuous furnace, then the equation expands to \( E_{\text{total}} = E_{\text{el}} + E_{\text{chem}} \).

![Machine]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Gas-Fired-ContinuousFurnace} & \quad E_{\text{total}} = E_{\text{el}} \\
\ldots & \quad E_{\text{total}} = E_{\text{el}} + E_{\text{chem}}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 7. Overwriting of mathematical rules in derived classes

7.7. Consideration of physical quantities and units

While it is possible to build mathematical models exclusively based on equations with variables, including quantities and units for the semantic description of the variables can improve comprehensibility, especially for complex models. Furthermore, it enables the automatic conversion between different units and the automatic checking of the equations for dimensional compatibility. A detailed listing of use cases for semantic modeling of quantity and unit systems is also given in [55].

Applications that only need to ensure semantically consistent use of units can rely on the Measurement Units Ontology⁹ (MUO). The ontology defines dimensions (named PhysicalQuality in MUO) and units, which can be used with these dimensions.

The QUDT ontologies¹⁰ describe quantities, units, dimensions, and their mathematical relationships. In contrast to MUO, the QUDT ontologies also contain mathematical definitions for the dimensions of physical quantities. A detailed example of the application of SPARQL for checking dimension compatibility with QUDT contains [56, pp. 294].

The Ontology of Units of Measure and Related Concepts (OM) [55] was designed in parallel to QUDT and is also continuously developed. Besides the representation of quantity values, the ontology can also be used to convert units and check the dimensional compatibility of mathematical formulas.

A detailed evaluation of MUO, QUDT, OM, and other unit ontologies can be found in [57].

However, the rules and computational algorithms defined so far are agnostic to units and operate purely on numerical values. The Listing 12 shows three examples for representing the :diameter of a :hole in Turtle syntax. This quantity value is represented without units and with the unit centimeter in OM and QUDT. Independent of the specific representation of the quantity value, the area of the hole could be calculated according to the formula \( \text{area} = \pi / 4 \times \text{diameter}^2 \). However, to correctly evaluate this formula, it is necessary to convert the quantity values encoded in OM or QUDT into a simple numerical value. Both QUDT and OM provide the required conversion factors and offsets for converting quantity values into their base units. The logic for the conversion can be easily integrated into the algorithm 3 that computes the property values.

Thus, the calculation results are also available in base units and can be converted into the desired target units by using QUDT or OM. However, the definition of target units requires means to include them as part of the model.

A simple solution for the use with causal modeling is the extension of the class :Constraint by an additional property :targetUnit to define the respective target unit. An example is shown in Listing 13¹¹, where the unit for the :area of class :Hole is set to square decimeter \( \text{dm}^2 \): Assuming that calculation results are available in

---

¹⁹http://elite.polito.it/ontologies/muo-vocab.owl and http://elite.polito.it/ontologies/ucum-instances.owl (03/01/2015)

¹⁰http://www.qudt.org/ (05/27/2022)

¹¹The mathematical expression has been omitted for simplicity.
their base units, in this example $m^2$, converting them into their target units is easy. For this purpose the conversion factor $m$ (qudt:conversionMultiplier) and the conversion offset (qudt:conversionOffset) defined in QUDT can be used. For the given example therefore the conversion from $m^2$ to $dm^2$ by $dm^2 = m^2/0.01 + 0$ is possible.

In order to be able to use this extension also in combination with the POPCORN-LD-based rule syntax as introduced in Section 7.3, it can be extended as follows:

```
< RDF property > unit < unit > = < expression in POPCORN-LD > .
```

This would extend the rule for calculating the area of a hole to:

```
area unit qudt-unit:DeciM2 = pi / 4 * @diameter^2
```
As a further simplification, it would also be possible to specify the rule as:

```plaintext
area unit `dm^2` = pi / 4 * @diameter^2
```

However, for this, the expression `dm^2` has to be evaluated and be mapped to a corresponding QUDT or OM unit.

In order to keep the rule syntax agnostic to units and also to support acausal modeling approaches, the specification of the units can be implemented via OWL restrictions as shown in Listing 14. This kind of representation would also allow rules with multiple variables on the left side for acausal modeling. However, in this case, a computational algorithm must also evaluate the relevant constraints defined with OWL besides the mathematical rules themselves.

```plaintext
Prefix : <http://example.org/>
Prefix qudt-unit: <http://qudt.org/vocab/unit/>

Class: Hole
SubClassOf: area exactly 1,
          area only (qudt:unit value qudt-unit:DeciM2)
Constraint:
          area = pi / 4 * @diameter^2
```

Listing 14: Example for using OWL to specify target units of computations

8. Evaluation

In order to evaluate the presented concepts and methods, two case studies are conducted.

The first case study OpenMath Content Dictionaries (Section 8.2) investigates the representation of existing OpenMath libraries as RDF, including symbol definitions and examples. The focus lies on the representation of a wide range of mathematical expressions and introspection with the query language SPARQL to enable search queries for mathematical content.

The second case study process chain planning and evaluation (Section 8.3) investigates the mapping of different technological process chains with the aim of calculating the energy demand and the resulting production costs, thus enabling comparisons of different planning variants. In this case study, the particular focus is on representing the structures of the processes while considering the production programs, technologies, and resources. Furthermore, the reuse of partial models is explored.

In order to enable the implementation of these case studies and also to create the basis for other use cases, the software framework described in section 8.1 was developed, which contains various modules for the implementation of Numerate Web applications.

8.1. Software framework and base modules

The implementation of the software components for the presented concepts is based on the Knowledge Modeling and Management Architecture (KOMMA) [58, 59], a framework for building RDF-based applications using Java. KOMMA contains essential components that, based on the classes and properties described in OWL ontologies, can be used to create RDF-based applications, including the corresponding user interfaces, quickly.

For the implementation of the Numerate Web concepts, KOMMA was extended by appropriate modules that enable the processing and representation of mathematical objects and the execution of calculations.\(^{12}\)

\(^{12}\)The Java implementation of the Numerate Web components is available at https://github.com/numerateweb/numerateweb (06/02/2022)
Figure 8 shows the resulting software architecture. Components highlighted in gray represent new or further developments within the scope of the work.

![Software Architecture Diagram](image)

**Fig. 8. Software architecture for implementing the Numerate Web concepts**

Typically, a KOMMA application consists of ontologies (on the left side of the Figure 8), which are complemented by so-called KOMMA modules. A KOMMA module contains interface and behavior classes that enable object-oriented access to RDF data and bind logic to concepts and properties of the ontology. As a basis for Numerate Web applications, KOMMA modules for mathematical objects and rules (Numerate Web modules) have been developed. In order to realize specific applications for different use cases, the extension with additional domain ontologies is possible.

For the textual input and output of mathematical expressions and computation rules, parsers and generators for POPCORN-LD and the associated rule language (Figure 8 lower part) have been developed. Correspondingly, the adapters used by KOMMA for the representation and editing of model objects were extended. This adapter mechanism allows existing applications based on the KOMMA framework to deal with Numerate Web objects. For example, the KOMMA ontology editor, for example, supports textual input and output of mathematical expressions in POPCORN-LD.

**8.2. Case study 1: OpenMath Content Dictionaries**

As already described in section 5, OpenMath uses Content Dictionaries to capture the meaning of mathematical symbols. This case study aims to convert the existing content dictionaries accessible via the OpenMath website into RDF, visualize them, and query the mathematical objects they contain with a query language.

For the RDF representation of the metadata described in XML, an ontology was developed to capture mathematical symbols and their meaning. A detailed description of the ontology and its elements can be found in [31].

For the verification of the RDF encoding based on the developed ontology, 214 content dictionaries published via the OpenMath website with a total number of 1578 symbols\(^\text{13}\) were converted into an RDF representation.

\(^{13}\text{as of 07/04/2019}\)
8.2.1. Web Application to Display the Content Dictionaries

To investigate the possibilities of implementing knowledge management applications based on the RDF representation of mathematical objects, a catalog application was developed for content dictionaries and their contained symbols. This application uses the software platform eniLINK\(^{14}\), an extension of the software architecture from Figure 8 to include the web framework Lift\(^{15}\) for implementing RDF-based web applications.

The platform uses HTML+RDFa\(^{16}\) templates that combine HTML with embedded RDF annotations (RDF in Attributes, RDFa\(^{17}\) for short). The platform translates these templates into SPARQL queries, parameterizes them, and applies them to the corresponding RDF data to generate full HTML representations.

Figure 9 shows the procedure for generating an HTML representation for symbol descriptions, including a graphical representation of their mathematical properties based on the RDF representation of the OpenMath content dictionaries.

![Diagram of the generation process](image)

**Fig. 9.** Generation of an HTML representation based on HTML+RDFa templates

Based on an HTML+RDFa template, the Content Dictionaries and contained symbols are visualized. Mathematical expressions in OpenMath-RDF format are converted to POPCORN-LD and OpenMath-XML for further translation into Presentation MathML. The functions for translating OpenMath-RDF to POPCORN-LD and OpenMath-XML are already provided by the software framework described in Section 8.1. For a graphical representation, the conversion of OpenMath-XML into Presentation MathML is necessary. For this, the existing transformation rules\(^{18}\) provided by the OpenMath community can be reused.

For each symbol in a Content Dictionary, the data stored for it is prepared and visualized accordingly. As described above, the representation is directly based on RDF data and thus adapts to changes. Furthermore, navigation between symbols is possible via the red highlighted references within the POPCORN-LD expressions. The application example shows that OpenMath-RDF, in combination with the textual notation POPCORN-LD, can represent the existing OpenMath language and can thus be used as a basis for implementing linked data-based tools for mathematical knowledge management.

In the following, the extension of the application with search functionality for mathematical expressions is described to demonstrate that the developed concepts are particularly applicable for the introspection of mathematical expressions.

8.2.2. Search in Mathematical Expressions

Information retrieval in the field of mathematics is mainly concerned with three problems: the search for mathematical documents with specific contents, the synthesis of mathematical documents, for example, for teaching purposes, and the pattern-based search for formulas using search queries with mathematical expressions and variables [60].
The symbol representing an n-ary multiplication function.

\[ \text{for all } a, b \mid a * 0 = 0 \text{ and } a * b = a * (b - 1) + a \]

\[ \text{for all } a, b, c \mid a * (b + c) = a * b + a * c \]

\[ \forall \, a, b \cdot a0 = 0 \land ab = a(b - 1) + a \]

\[ \forall \, a, b, c \cdot a(b - c) = ab - ac \]

\[ \text{for all } a, b, c \rightarrow a * (b + c) = a * b + a * c \]

\[ \left( \begin{array}{cc} 1 & 2 \\ 3 & 4 \end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{cc} 5 & 6 \\ 7 & 8 \end{array} \right) = \left( \begin{array}{cc} 19 & 22 \\ 43 & 50 \end{array} \right) \]

In order to encode search queries in POPCORN-LD, a Content Dictionary named \texttt{patterns} has been developed. This Content Dictionary and an extension for POPCORN-LD are described in [61].

Using the \texttt{patterns} Content Dictionary, for example, the description of patterns like

\[ \text{patterns:root(patterns:descendant(}
\text{patterns:any_of(arith1:sum, arith1:product))} \]}

in POPCORN-LD, respectively, using short forms for the symbols as

Based on the formulas contained in the OpenMath Content Dictionaries, it can be shown that an RDF representation in combination with the SPARQL query language is suitable for implementing pattern-based search methods on mathematical formulas.

The search patterns themselves are also encoded as mathematical expressions in POPCORN-LD and are stored according to the step chain from Figure 11 first in OpenMath-XML, then in OpenMath-RDF, and finally into the query language SPARQL.

Fig. 10. Representation of the symbol \texttt{arith1:times} within a web application

Fig. 11. Translation of POPCORN-LD queries to SPARQL
is possible. The example pattern finds mathematical expressions that contain sums or products in any nesting depth.

With the transformation rules defined in [61], this expression can be transformed into the following equivalent SPARQL query\(^\text{19}\).

```
SELECT ?result WHERE {
  {?n0 (<>) <http://www.openmath.org/cd/arit#sum> .
   UNION
   {?n0 (<>) <http://www.openmath.org/cd/arit#product> .
   }
  }
  ?result (math:arguments|math:symbol|...|rdf:rest)+ ?n0 .
  FILTER NOT EXISTS {
    [] math:arguments|math:symbol|...|rdf:rest ?result .
  }
}
```

As can be seen, the formulation of the search pattern using POPCORN-LD allows for a much more compact and understandable representation than using the query language SPARQL. The patterns also enable people to formulate appropriate queries without more profound knowledge about RDF and SPARQL.

A screenshot of the corresponding prototypical application is shown in Figure 12. The visual representation comprises the definitions of the symbols contained in the existing OpenMath Content Dictionaries and the mathematical expressions included in the respective examples.

For the example expression \( .^\text{(..+(.|(sum, product)))} \), the generated SPARQL query returns multiple results since the existing Content Dictionaries include several definitions and examples containing sums or products as subexpressions. The first three results are visible in Figure 12. The first hit corresponds to an example of the application of a symbol (recognizable by the operator \text{meta:Example})", whereas the other two are expressions for the formal definition of symbols.

8.3. Case study 2: process chain planning and evaluation

The second case study has its roots in the Cluster of Excellence eniPROD (Energy-Efficient Product and Process Innovations in Production Engineering), where amongst others, investigations on the optimization of a process chain for the hot forming of sheet metal were carried out.

Figure 13 illustrates the examined reference process chain for the production of a passenger car B-pillar foot. Besides the development and optimization of various technologies for press hardening, methods for the evaluation of the energy consumption [62, 63] and the economic efficiency [64] of process chains were explored.

The evaluation of economic efficiency emerges from the fact that the realization of the individual process steps is possible with different technologies. For example, both shear cutting and laser cutting are feasible technologies for the initial cutting of the blanks. For both processes, different machines with different technological properties concerning working range, working speed, or maximum processable sheet thicknesses are usable.

In order to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of a specific version of the process chain, it is necessary to consider the investment and production costs of the processes [64, p. 385]. In the context of the work [64], spreadsheets for the corresponding calculations were developed with the software \textit{Microsoft Excel}.

8.3.1. Ontology for processes and resources

As an example of the cost calculations for individual sub-processes of the process chain, Figure 14 presents the calculation sheets for a handling process and the related master data.

---

\(^\text{19}\)The property path \(\text{math:arguments|math:symbol|...|rdf:rest} \) is an abbreviation for \(\text{math:arguments|math:symbol|math:operator|math:target|math:variables|math:binder|math:body|math:attributeKey|math:attributeValue|rdf:first|rdf:rest} \), which can be used to traverse OpenMath-RDF objects.
Examples SPARQL

$\sum_{x=1}^{10} \frac{1}{x}$

meta:Example("This represents the summation of the reciprocals of all the integers between 1 and 10 inclusive.", $\sum_{x=1}^{10} \frac{1}{x}$)

Bell($n$) = $\sum_{k=0}^{n} \text{Stirling2}(n, k)$

combinat1:Bell($n$) = $\sum_{k=0}^{n} \text{Stirling2}(n, k)$

Stirling1($n$, $m$) = $\sum_{k=0}^{n-m} -1^k \times \binom{n - 1 - k}{n - m - k} \times \binom{2n - m}{n - m - k} \times \text{Stirling2}(n, m)$

combinat1:Stirling1($n$, $m$) = $\sum_{k=0}^{n-m} -1^k \times \binom{n - 1 - k}{n - m - k} \times \binom{2n - m}{n - m - k} \times \text{Stirling2}(n, m)$

In reality, the data contained in the two tables relate to different objects. However, they are mashed up within a single view. For example, the attributes investment costs and required space refer to the operating resource, power consumption and utilization to the process, working hours to the production program, and the occupancy cost rate to the company’s business data. Using such a spreadsheet, a clear separation of the individual domain objects is not apparent. With a semantic model of the domain, a well-structured representation can be achieved.

Different approaches can be followed to create an ontology for a semantic model out of spreadsheet data. For example, when using a low modeling depth, the ontology could reflect the spreadsheets and solely consist of the classes Process to represent all properties of a process and MasterData for the essential business data. However, according to the design criteria by Gruber [65] such an ontology would at least violate the criteria clarity and extensibility since, by using a mixture of properties, a clear definition of the class Process would not be given. To better meet these criteria, the following classes were defined in the ontology:

- ProcessBluePrint describes the individual processes in a process chain, including predecessors and successors.
- MasterData represents essential business data.
- Plan summarizes data on the production program with corresponding quantities and the related business data.
### Handling process 1: Unstacking and loading of furnace

- **Investment costs [€]**: 130,000.00
- **Economic life [years]**: 15.00
- **Depreciation [€/year]**: 8,666.67
- **Interest rate**: 0.07
- **Imputed interest [€/year]**: 4,550.00
- **Required space [m²]**: 60.00
- **Occupancy cost rate [€/m²]**: 160.00
- **Occupancy costs [€/year]**: 9,600.00
- **Input power electrical [kW]**: 45.60
- **Energy price electrical [€/kWh]**: 0.08
- **Work hours [h/year]**: 6,000.00
- **Utilization**: 0.93
- **Full load hours [h/year]**: 5,555.56
- **Energy costs electrical [€/year]**: 20,266.67
- **Maintenance costs [€/year]**: 1,500.00
- **Costs per year [€/year]**: 44,583.33
- **Work hours per year [h/year]**: 6,000.00
- **Utilization**: 0.93
- **Full load hours [h/year]**: 5,555.56
- **Machine hour rate [€/h]**: 8.03
- **Costs per second [€/s]**: 0.0022
- **Takttime [s]**: 25.00
- **Costs per process [€/process]**: 0.05573
- **Costs per part (two parts per process) [€/part]**: 0.02786

### Master data

- **Production volume [pcs./year]**: 1,600,000
- **Production volume per day [pcs./day]**: 6,400
- **Working days: [number]**: 250
- **Working hours [h/year]**: 6,000
- **Working hours [h/day]**: 24
- **Shifts per day: [number]**: 3
- **Shifts per week: [number]**: 21
- **Wage rate for personnel [€/h]**: 35
- **Material price 22MnB5 [€/t]**: 1,000
- **Degree of material utilization**: 0.70
- **Net weight B-pillar reinforcement [kg]**: 4.25
- **Interest rate [%]**: 7
- **Occupancy cost rate [€/m²]**: 160
- **Energy price electric [€/kWh]**: 0.08
- **Energy price gas [€/kWh]**: 0.03

| Process describes a specific realization of a process (ProcessBluePrint) with an operating resource (Resource) according to a given production program (Plan). |
| ProcessWithGas²⁰ comprises process realizations that use gas in addition to electrical energy. |
| Resource describes an operating resource (robot, machine tool, and others) with its properties and required tools (Tool). |
| Tool represents tools that are used by an operating resource (Resource). Tool is a subclass of Resource. |

The ontology structure is designed to separate the description of the subprocesses of the process chain (ProcessBluePrint) from the actual realization of the individual processes (Process). This procedure allows the modeling of different realization variants that are linked to the same process chain structure. An overview of the properties of the individual classes is given in Table 3.

Object properties establish relationships between objects. They are used to describe and link the structure of the process chain, process realizations, required operating resources, the production program, and the master data. Datatype properties represent numerical attributes of the objects and have either integer or floating-point numbers as values. A semantic model of the process chain and the necessary operating resources can be created based on the ontology. Figure 15 shows a modeled process chain in a KOMMA-based editor.

The left view represents its hierarchical structure, while the right view allows editing the properties of individual elements. Unlike in a spreadsheet, the semantic model of the objects is visible as a tree. Properties of the object ²⁰The class ProcessWithGas is used here as an example of specialization of Process in order to show the further possibilities for the inheritance of mathematical rules.
Classes and properties of the process chain ontology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ProcessBlueprint</td>
<td>subProcess: ProcessBlueprint [0..<em>], precedes: ProcessBlueprint [0..</em>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MasterData</td>
<td>energyPriceElectrical, energyPriceGas, interestRate, occupancyCostRate, workHoursPerDay, workHoursPerYear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan</td>
<td>masterData: MasterData, partsPerHour, partsPerYear, taktTime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process, ProcessWithGas</td>
<td>plan: Plan, realizes: ProcessBlueprint, resource: Resource, costsPerPart, costsPerYear, energyCosts, energyCostsElectrical, energyCostsGas, fullLoadHours, imputedInterest, machineHourRate, maxPartsPerHour, occupancyCosts, partsPerCycle, resourceCount, utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource, Tool</td>
<td>uses: Tool [0..*], capacity, depreciation, economicLife, inputPowerElectrical, inputPowerGas, investmentCosts, maintenanceCosts, price, processTime, requiredSpace</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 15. RDF-based model of the press hardening process chain

The next step was to build the mathematical model for cost calculation, whereby certain assumptions and simplifications were made. Specifically for the properties inputPowerElectrical, inputPowerGas and processTime, a comparatively pragmatic approach was chosen. Each of these provides a fixed value for the respective operating resource. In reality, the values usually depend on the properties of the workpiece and the process parameters. However, this does not represent a limitation since extensibility can be achieved through inheritance and overwriting the mathematical rules in subclasses.

Listing 15 contains a selection of the relevant rules. The ontology defines the class ProcessWithGas as a subclass of Process. Thus, ProcessWithGas inherits the OWL constraints and the mathematical rules de-
fined on Process. The rule for the property energyCosts is a particular case since it is redefined by the ProcessWithGas class. When calculating the total energy costs, the extended formula includes gas consumption and electrical energy costs.

```plaintext
Class: Process
Constraint:
  energyCosts = @energyCostsElectrical,
  energyCostsElectrical = @resourceCount * @energyElectrical * @energyPriceElectrical(@masterData(@plan)),
  energyElectrical = @inputPowerElectrical(@resource) * @fullLoadHours,
  processTime = @processTime(@resource),
  resourceCount = ceiling((@processTime / @capacity(@resource)) / @taktTime(@plan)),

Class: ProcessWithGas
SubClassOf: Process
Constraint:
  energyCosts = @energyCostsElectrical + @energyCostsGas
  energyCostsGas = @resourceCount * @energyGas * @energyPriceGas(@masterData(@plan)),
  energyGas = @inputPowerGas(@resource) * @fullLoadHours

Listing 15: Excerpt of the rules for calculating the number of resources and the energy costs

If the specification of a constant processing time is not sufficient, then it can be calculated via a rule as shown in Listing 16. The example assumes that products are described by a set of features of the type Feature, which are characterized by a certain cutting length (cuttingLength). A specific feature type is a circular hole (CircularHole), whose cutting length depends on the respective hole diameter. The processing time (processTime) for laser cutting (LaserProcess) can then be calculated as the sum of the cutting lengths of the individual features multiplied by the cutting speed (cuttingSpeed). The speed is assumed to be constant in the example but could, in turn, also depend on the laser power, the material, the sheet thickness, and the desired quality.

```plaintext
Class: LaserProcess
SubClassOf: Process, cuttingSpeed exactly 1, product some Product
Constraint:
  processTime = sum(@feature(@product), $f -> @cuttingLength($f) * @cuttingSpeed)

Class: Feature
SubClassOf: cuttingLength exactly 1

Class: CircularHole
SubClassOf: Feature, diameter exactly 1
Constraint:
  cuttingLength = pi * @diameter

Class: Product
SubClassOf: feature only Feature

Listing 16: Calculation of processing times based on product features
8.3.3. Module system and external data

It is possible to combine OWL classes and properties, mathematical rules and related instance data in a single ontology. However, in order to support the criterion of extensibility according to Gruber [65], it is helpful to at least separate the terminology and the instance data.

The structure shown in Figure 16 goes one step further and also separates the vocabulary for processes and resources from the mathematical rules for the calculations. The module system uses the import mechanism of OWL. Each of the blocks corresponds to an OWL ontology and the arrows to an import relation, which is represented in an RDF graph via the property \texttt{owl:imports}. Modules with solid outlines were developed for the use case described here, while modules with dashed borders represent existing ontologies. The latter include the Numerate Web ontologies and a base ontology of the KOMMA framework for the description of parent-child and predecessor-successor relationships.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{module_system.png}
\caption{Modules for the description of process chains and realization variants}
\end{figure}

As can be seen, the module \texttt{Resource catalog} imports only the module \texttt{Vocabulary for processes and resources} and therefore does not require knowledge about mathematical relationships between the properties of the modeled elements. Elements of the resource catalog are either machines or tools. The following is an example of a laser cutting machine: \texttt{LaserCuttingStation} with the necessary properties for cost calculation. The URI http://example.org/processes\# corresponds to the namespace of the ontology for describing processes and resources and is abbreviated in the example by the prefix \texttt{p}.

```prefix p: <http://example.org/processes#> .
:LaserCuttingStation a p:Resource; p:capacity 1;
p:economicLife 15; p:inputPowerElectrical 6.0;
p:maintenanceCosts 31110.0; p:price 700000.0;
p:processTime 120.0; p:requiredSpace 50.0 .
```

In addition to the data required for cost calculation, a resource can be associated with other properties and data. Corresponding vocabulary is, for example, available in the GoodRelations ontology [66], the definitions of which also have been integrated into the Schema.org vocabulary\footnote{http://schema.org/ (12/20/2019)}. An example of the use of the GoodRelations ontology for the domain \textit{mountain sports equipment} gives [67]. Although these are different products, the basic concepts can also be applied to machines and tools.
The resource catalogs used for modeling are flexibly selectable. Any additional catalog can be added to the model, as shown in the following example, via the import mechanism of OWL. The use of owl:imports has the advantage that any OWL-compatible software is able to load the submodules automatically.

```
@base <http://example.org/> .
<model> a owl:Ontology; owl:imports <vocab/processes>, <processes/rules>,
<resources>,
<http://other-company.com/machines>, ..., <resources_n> .
```

The data can also be retrieved from external web servers. For example, a hypothetical company with a website at other-company.com may host its resource catalog at http://other-company.com/machines. Thus, the integration of external data in mathematical models is possible, if it is available in an RDF format and an aligned vocabulary, in this case, the vocabulary for processes and resources.

### 8.3.4. Software for modeling and computation

For modeling the classes and properties as well as the associated computation rules, the software framework presented in section 8.1 extended by appropriate editing functions for mathematical expressions are used. Figure 17 shows on the left side the class hierarchy of the imported ontologies as well as on the right side the properties of the class Process, including the computation rules associated with it. By appropriate extensions developed in the context of this work, the editor allows the representation and editing of mathematical formulas in the POPCORN-LD syntax. Therefore, like other RDF properties, individual mathematical rules are editable via text fields, comparable to a spreadsheet.

Based on the defined ontologies, instances of the predefined classes can be created and edited. The figure 18 shows the model of a handling process along with the associated production program and master data.

All numerical properties of the handling process are calculated using mathematical rules, analogous to the initially presented spreadsheet in Figure 14. A comparison of the results indicates that the calculations of the RDF-based solution match the spreadsheet’s calculations. Only the presentation of the numbers differs because the spread-
8.4. Discussion of the case studies

The first case study explored how the methods and concepts developed in this work can be used to represent the available language set of OpenMath in RDF, including the associated metadata to enable catalog applications and structural search on mathematical expressions. Therefore, it can also serve as an example for a broader range of applications within the field of mathematical knowledge management, especially when Semantic Web technologies are considered.

The second case study explored the application of the Numerate Web concept to the modeling and evaluation of process chains. By implementing an ontology, the structure of process chains could be represented within a semantic model that provided the basis for a graphical editor and the definition of an extensible mathematical model. The models can be subdivided by an OWL-based module system into distributed resource catalogs and can be combined as needed for specific planning tasks. Finally, the case study demonstrated the integration of the models and calculations in a software system.

Especially the second case study demonstrates the potential of the presented Numerate Web concepts for future applications within engineering, economics, and related domains. It may help create distributed mathematical models where additional data can be integrated via linked data concepts as required.

9. Conclusions and future work

This work aimed to develop an approach to describe mathematical models by using structural models of (technical) systems for applications in engineering and related domains. Thus, concepts for multiscale modeling, RDF-based and textual representations for mathematical objects and rules, as well as algorithms for mathematical computations were presented and evaluated in two complementary case studies.
The developed causal modeling approach allows the representation of static system models comparable to typical spreadsheet software. Therefore, the same range of modeling tasks is supported as with spreadsheets. However, such a model has to define the direction of computation apriori, in that all equations must be formulated in resolved form.

Thereby the restriction arises that dynamic models with time-varying behavior cannot be calculated or can only be calculated by discretization and explicit representation of time-dependent variables within the structural model. In order to support dynamic models, future work may explore both the extension of the rule language defined in Section 7.2, among others, with respect to the definition of start conditions as well as the adaptation of the algorithms defined in Section 7.5. In this context, the representation of quantities in RDF must be revisited in order to take the time component into account and to model time series.

In addition, future work may include extending the rule language and computational algorithms to support acausal modeling approaches. For example, this could comprise concepts for representing systems of equations in an RDF model and the subsequent transformation into an equivalent Modelica model (or similar) to perform the computations. Such an extension could, for example, also allow the reverse mapping of Modelica models to an RDF representation, which is comparable to approaches like ModelicaXML [68] but based on Semantic Web technologies and graph databases. Thus, it would enable analysis, introspection, and transformation of complex systems of equations with SPARQL and other RDF tools.

Also, for exchanging physical quantities and units between OpenMath and RDF, further research is necessary. Questions are here the embedding of units as symbols in mathematical expressions while preserving compatibility between other OpenMath serializations and OpenMath-RDF, as well as a concept for the complete dimension checking of Numerate Web models.

For the practical application of the modeling approach, first of all, basic knowledge of OWL modeling and the POPCORN-LD language is necessary. Thus, the further simplification of the textual language and the development of intuitive authoring tools may be investigated. Also, the separation of semantic models and mathematical rules according to the roles and competencies of the respective modelers can be a subject of research. In this context, concepts for integrating CAD or PLM systems and the automated derivation of semantic models from existing system models are also interesting.

Further prerequisites for future applications are fast computation algorithms, which can be integrated into existing RDF databases or frameworks and combined with logical reasoning systems. These include methods for efficient tracing of dependencies for the partial recomputation when individual parameters change, support for efficient backward chaining, or the combination with RDFS and OWL inference.

In conclusion, the presented Numerate Web concepts can provide an essential basis for future applications in dynamic system models and mathematical knowledge management. Furthermore, they also offer room for further developments in subsequent research work.
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